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CREWE’D JOTTINGS
Issue 13 (Ignore the numbernumber-This is a lucky Issue).
"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter.

The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not
necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia.
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes.
The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any
material in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or
take (or refrain from taking) any action. We do not make any warranty or
representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in
this Newsletter.
In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability
for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation,
loss of business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever
resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter.
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical
inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material
submitted and created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any
illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material"
The purpose of these self-help gatherings is to gain a better understanding
and a working knowledge of the vehicles in our charge.
It does not nor is it intended to imply that the work carried out on these vehicles
will replace the expert knowledge of those that specialise in this field.
Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep his or her motorcar maintained
by a qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the
vehicle themselves.

June 3rd. 2007 REPORT

PrePre-War Cars For Dummies
Show and Tell Day
Members Present:
Mark and Terry Herbstreit, Peter Jeffery 1939 Bentley Experimental 3B50, Robert and
Elizabeth Wort Silver Spur ANC04359, Lionel Gell 1975 Silver Shadow SRH 21205, Simon
Roberts 1961 Bentley S2 B241DV Laurence Bottomley,Larry Picker, Adrian Hill 1973
Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow SRH 16633,Terry Farrow, Stephen Young 1981 Rolls-Royce
Silver Spirit ASB02767, Robert Harris and his partner, Anne Harris, Geoffrey and Xavier
May, George Forbes 1912 Silver Ghost 2009 and 1926 20 HP Skiff GOK74, David Turner
1925 20 Hp GSK 34, John Harriman 1950 Silver Dawn SBA 74, Peter Jordan-Hill 1950
Bentley MK VI B190HR, Eric and Alexander Henderson, Geoff Shepherd 1981 Silver Spur
ANB03281, Darren Overend Bentley Turbo S, Roger Theideman, Tim Dean 1936 20/25
GBK 58, Denis Deasey 1925 Silver Ghost 122EU, Chris Lenehan 1935 Phantom II 44UK,
Nicholas Lang Phantom I 102SC, Terry Harris, Marilyn Stokes, Ray Cinquegrana, Ivan
Sas, David Bick, David Ekberg Phantom II 193 RY.
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Phew! Nothing like a few Pre-Wars to get a maximum attendance.
All in all, 35 Members and their Guests attended this fabulous meeting. There were probably
more and apologies to those I didn’t mention.
About two months back, I was scratching my head (No wonder there’s a bald spot), trying to
think up an idea for the June meeting when out of the blue, Nicholas Lang (Alias, the Genie out
of the bottle), rang me up one evening and told me that he had a fabulous idea.
He reminded me of the time that I told him of my intention to spread the interest across the
whole spectrum of models and not just the later Post-War V8 variety.
His brainstorm was to get at least four Pre-War cars and have their owners give a brief spiel on
their respective histories, the work carried out on their charges and explain their
idiosyncrasies. It was hoped that with a bait of four, we might just score another two or three
and even attract a few Members that haven’t as yet attended our functions.
Well as you can see from above, we scored no less than ten excellent examples and our best
attendance yet.
I decided that, as this was Nick’s idea, he should run the show for the day and he ran it with
the aplomb that I fully expected him to.
To put things into perspective, Nick got our host, Robert Harris to explain the workings and
history of his Ford Model T. the Model T, as opposed to our beloved marquee, was built and
designed for the ‘everyman’, but it was never just an ordinary mode of transport. The Model T
embraced a new concept of the era and it became the first mass-produced motorcar. It held a
world record of production of 15 million vehicles and this was not broken until the 1970’s when
Volkswagen’s Beetle (Type1 as it was known within the industry), cracked the 16 million mark.
The T model had an innovative epicyclic gear arrangement which was operated by the pedals.
Even the steering system used a similar arrangement, directly under the steering wheel as a
reduction gear, although there was no steering box per sec.
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A collection of T model photos with Rob Harris and Nick Lang Sharing a chat (above)

Robert Harris gave us all quite an education about this very important motorcar and it put quite
an amount of perspective between the car for the ‘Everyman’ and the one for the ‘Gentry.’

Nick then moved on to the most famous model that Rolls-Royce ever built. In fact, it’s very
possible that if it wasn’t for the 40/50 HP Rolls-Royce which was retrospectively called the
Silver Ghost after Chassis 60551 (Commonly known by it’s registration Number AX201), RollsRoyce may not have worn the noble title of ‘The Best Car In The World.’
Denis Deasey is justifiably very proud of his 1925 Silver Ghost (122EU). It was one of the very
last of the series built and therefore had come to the pinnacle of its design. It had a very
distinguished history (As most of the model did), and it was in the custodianship of the Nobel
Family in its early life (Alas, I found no dynamite and I certainly won’t get the Nobel Prize for
Literature for that comment either). An interesting point that was made by Denis is that Silver
Ghosts need to be maintained by the dedication of their owners. They are indeed somewhat of
a cult and if you aren’t prepared to put the hours in yourself to look after these cars, don’t even
think of getting one. They are not the sort of car that you can simply take down to your local
mechanic for repairs and servicing.
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A nice little collage of Denis’s 1925 Silver Ghost 122EU (Below)
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An engine you can eat off (Above)
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Nick then moved onto Chris Lenehan’s 1935 Phantom II.
Chris took custodianship of this marvelous steed about three years ago.
His main complaint is that it is very heavy to steer when parking although once on the open
road, its feel is quite acceptable. Just goes to show how we have been pampered in latter
years. To Chris’s credit, this car is not just a show pony and he takes the car out at any
available opportunity. He is careful though; he plans ahead when he books a restaurant to
ensure that he can park it right out the front to keep malicious paws off the finery.

And here she is, nestled between Denis’s Silver Ghost and Tim’s 20/25 Hp.
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We now move on to Tim Dean’s 1936 20/25 hp.
Tim has also had this car for about two years. He and our Branch President decided to drive
the car back home from where he purchased it interstate. It was not without incident I recall as
there were some issues with the cooling and I believe the rest of the journey home was on the
back of a trailer. Most of these issues have been ironed out and Tim now enjoys regular
outings in her.

Tim explains the finer points of 20/25 ownership.
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And a fine compliment of tools she has too. Time also explained the operation of the fold down
bootlid which can be employed to hold a trunk should ‘Milady’ be transported to an overnight stay.
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The only Pre-war Bentley that came on the day, which is owned by Peter Jeffery was of
particular interest because of its lineage. 3B50 was never destined for the market and indeed
its sisters were all broken up. Why? Because 3B50 is an experimental car, used by the
company as a road going test bed. What’s particularly interesting about this car is that it was
essentially the forerunner to the MK VI series and unlike its other contemporaries in 1939, the
engine is a B60 style engine of ‘F’ Head configuration (Overhead inlet valves and Side valve
exhaust). Essentially the first of its kind. It had quite a few modifications done to it during its
experimental days and I believe it had at least two engine changes. It also has a retractable
division inside which technically makes it a limousine (although I doubt if Peter would refer to it
as such). The car was then sold to one of the company directors of the day (Robotham) and
the car eventually found its way over here in Australia.
Peter’s 1939 Experimental Bentley 3B50

David Ekberg drove Darren Overend’s Phantom II 193 RY (Which is now for sale and is
garaged at David’s showroom). Darren came in his Bentley Turbo S, but as this is a Pre-War
meeting, Darren went on to explain the finer points of this magnificent motorcar.
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Darren’s beautiful PII Sedanca DeVille.
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Rumour has it that the little red thing next to it came as a spare in the boot on the occasion of a puncture.

Nick now moved on to his own charge for the day, a 1925 Phantom I. Or as it should be called,
a New Phantom, for that is indeed what the model was called when it was first released as a
successor to the Silver Ghost. The Phantom that is now in production should be referred to as
the Goodwood Phantom although it escapes me why the company didn’t call it the Phantom
VII.
Like the Silver Ghost, the New Phantom’s engine has two blocks of three cylinders, but unlike
the Silver Ghost, it has overhead valves.
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Two views of the New Phantom Engine (Above)
The New Phantom Boattail (Below)
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Moving along a bit, Nick then asked David Turner to give us all the rundown on his very pretty
1925 20 Hp. David has had this car for many years and it is a credit to him that he has
maintained it in such impeccable condition (Although he does refer to it as the ‘Bane of his
life.’). when David first bought the car, it has quite an undesirable and non-original body on it.
To cut a long story short, he had the car shipped over to Wilkinson’s in England and have the
build a body based on Barker’s Coachbuilding from the ground up. It’s incredible to think that.
Like most Pre-war cars, they had it hand-painted by brush and I defy anyone to find any brush
marks on it. Apparently, the trick of the trade was to keep the pain tin immersed in hot water to
keep the paint warm and ‘cross-brush’ it afterwards to get rid of the brushstrokes. Truly
remarkable. Just as a bit of useless trivia. There was a fashion in the Pre-World War 1 era to
paint cars in pin strips consisting of one black line, one red line and one green line. This colour
scheme was referred to as ‘Dutch Pink.’ David’s car of course is much later than that period
but the paint methods used in those days reminded me of this.
Here’s David’s 20Hp
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A lucky passenger’s eye view.

And its magnificent power plant.
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The 20Hp was an important motorcar in many respects.
It was built to accommodate the relatively well-heeled professionals of the day (Doctors for
instance), instead of exclusively for the filthy rich as with the Silver Ghost. It was also designed
to give an owner the option of driving it himself (The majority were men who drove
themselves), instead of employing a chauffeur. It also started a precedent that continued right
up until the 6 cylinder Silver Cloud and SI Bentley and that was the fact that the internal
dimensions between the centre of the bores remained the same (The V12 PIII even had this
same dimension in each bank of its six cylinders). The advantage of this was that it availed the
company to continually develop the engine without changing the basic internal design. A major
cost factor in such a low production vehicle.
As with all Pre-War cars, rolls-Royce only built the rolling chassis. The body was designed to
the customer’s needs with the coachbuilder of their choice, so no two bodies were exactly the
same. George Forbes shows us another fine example of the 20 Hp with a Skiff body.
George’s 20 Hp Skiff
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George also brought along the earliest motorcar of the day.
A 1912 Silver Ghost with a Barker Roi De Belge replica body.
Which just so happened to win the Federal Concours d’Elegance overall and Age and
Authenticity Trophy last month.
George’s Silver Ghost still has the acetylene headlamps on it and are fully operational.
George gave us an overall picture of its operation and this car truly is one of the finest
examples of its type in the world.
George and Fiona Forbes’ 1912 Silver Ghost Chassis No. 2009
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The Owners + one
Top . (left to right): David Turner, Chris Lenehan, Peter Jeffery, Tim Dean, Darren
Overend, George Forbes, David Ekberg.
Bottom . (left to right): Robert Wort, Nicholas Lang, Denis Deasey.
Well, it’s almost time for the BBQ., but not before we dignify the event with a photoshoot of the
owners. Unfortunately, I am not the proud owner of a Pre-War motorcar but they shoved me in
on the portrait too (Sorry about that).
There is no doubt whatsoever that there was not a long face in the place.
We are deeply indebted to the owners for allowing us to pore over their very valuable
motorcars.
We are also very appreciative of Nick Lang for organising this very successful day and it is
hoped that such an event can, not only be repeated in the future, but encourage other Pre-War
owners to bring their cars along too.
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Time to leave.

NOW DON’T GO AWAY
There is much more in this issue.
I would like to give a special Thankyou to Tim Dean, Mark Herbstreit and Roger Theideman
for emailing me all the above photographs as my camera decided to pack it in on the night
before.
Thank you gentlemen.

Now let’s get modern.
Victoria Branch Member, Tom Bevington created quite a sensation when he turned up in his
wife Frances’s brand new Bentley Continental GTC at our Victoria Branch meeting last
December.
Frances had only taken delivery of it the day previously (or the day before). Tom has very
kindly put together his first impressions of the car below and it makes for some very
entertaining reading.
Thank you Tom.
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First impressions of CGTC1.
By Tom Bevington
We, or rather Frances, took delivery of CGTC1 in late December after having ordered it at the
beginning of the 2006 year. She drove it home with our grandson in the passenger seat.
When she got home she remarked – nice car to drive - 9 year old Thomas gave his view by
refusing to get out.
The First Outing. Ballarat.

We believed it was the first drop-head delivered in Victoria and possibly Australia although
yesterday I began to have some doubts as a CGTC in the same colour pulled out behind
Frances. The driver waved. A picture of the ever smiling Bill Upfield drifted into my mind even
though he was not the driver.
Impressions! That is what you asked for Rob. Well they will be different from a normal car
evaluation, that’s for sure. So lets get it over – it is clamed to be the fastest drop head in the
world or the fastest four seat car. That claim will never be challenged by us but we might raise
doubts about whether there are 4 seats!
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So what about the car? There are more opportunities to adjust the car to the driver’s and
passenger’s liking than we are used to with a TurboR – steering wheel, seats, lights, softness
of ride, height, gear change etc. And most of these reset automatically to your settings when
you approach the car with your key in your pocket/bag. All very nice. However, the first thing
done was to adjust ride height to maximum and suspension to softest. It then felt like it should.
The closest one can get to the Shadow and derivatives. A firmish “waft”. Silent with a subdued
throaty exhaust note when you accelerate. You can engage sports mode and the exhaust
noise level increases markedly – sort of “grown up” Ferrari and it accelerates even faster!!!
The Interior Is As Tasteful As It Is Functional

So some impressions.
No key is needed, so with the key in your pocket you just walk up and open the door. Then
you get in and close it – but not quite hard enough. So the car finishes the job for you! The
steering wheel adjusts to you and you press the red start button for the tiniest fraction of a
second and the car starts for you while you press the switch that releases the parking brake.
Sounds nice, subdued, but you feel there may be something under the bonnet.
You put your foot down on the accelerator and nothing happens, so you press harder. Then
you realize that you have been pressing the foot rest. Perhaps the car was designed for left
hand controls, on an Audi platform, so everything is slightly offset.
Not uncomfortable, just unexpected, and difficult to get used to if you drive other cars as well.
You check your mirrors and try again – pressing hard on the real pedal this time. Now you
know what Yuri Gagarin felt like when he was catapulted into space for the first time. The only
difference was that he was expecting it. Then you realize that the car which just drove past
you at about 50kph as you checked your mirror and pulled out, is now hurtling towards you….
in reverse. You try the brakes and CGTC1 stops – dead. Now you realize why the starter
button is coloured red. Everything has a reason as my grandmother used to explain. I would
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suggest that affixing a hazard notice, in the style of those on cigarette packets, would not be
amiss.
This Is Where All The Horses Are Hidden.
You occasionally feel the road
imperfections and it is hopeless at low
speed on corrugations. So only high
speed off-roading I wondered?
Hurriedly scan the handbook - the four
wheel drive must be for accelerating to
prevent wheel spin you dummy - not
for the club annual 4X4 weekend. The
car is low, even on maximum height,
so it is easy to ground it if you are not
paying attention.
Reasonable boot if you are short. Not
for a tall person’s golf clubs unless
each club folds nicely in the middle.
Overall conclusion, a fitting addition to
the marque. You are left with the
impression that the car fits itself to you,
that it closes comfortingly around you
when you get in. You don’t put your
foot on the accelerator; it connects
itself to you. Uncanny. Quiet.
Comfortable. Effortless. Smooth. “A
cocoon” adds Frances.
The final thing you have to conclude is that Bentley’s do everything with decorum, even the
way it scares you.
Top Of The Food Chain
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With the hood down and the contraption that looks like a medieval torture instrument in place
(billed as the wind deflector) your hair is just slightly ruffled at 110. Still haven’t persuaded
Frances to travel with the top down. Next year?
Tom Bevington
Well what an issue this was and thank you Tom for an insight into an untamed beast (Now I
want one).
I think you all have had more than your share for the time being.
‘Til next time folks,
Happy and safe motoring.

Robert Wort
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